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C. Clarity of presentation:
    English grammar and spelling are proper ------------------------------------------ [4 - I strongly agree]
    Mathematical symbols and equations are easy to understand ------------------------ [4 - I strongly agree]
    Figures and tables are well constructed and informative -------------------------- [3 - I agree]
    The paper is well organized ------------------------------------------------------ [3 - I agree]
    Considering the issues above, the paper is readable ------------------------------ [3 - I agree]
    
T. Technical innovation and relevance
    The authors cite other relevant publications ------------------------------------- [3 - I agree]
    Authors describe relevance of work to the research field ------------------------- [3 - I agree]
    The authors apply sound technical approaches ------------------------------------- [3 - I agree]
    New ideas are convincingly and logically described ------------------------------- [2 - I am neutral]
    Results are convincing ----------------------------------------------------------- [2 - I am neutral]
    Considering the issues above, this work should be presented  --------------------- [3 - I agree]
    
Comments:
Straightforward approach on the modeling of the hot water
demand. The dataset used for model is reported to be
gathered from 112 households within one year which seems
adequate.

Fig. 6 describes the average consumption of a household in
liters/min. What is the water temperature assumed for the
average consumption?

It seems quite clear that the weekdays and weekends water
consumption timely profile would differ. Here the ANN models
seem to use the general weekly model. It would be a valuable
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to add comment and comparison, is the weekly prediction
approach better than the weekday and weekend modeling as
separate trends?

In Fig. 9 "average hourly consumption profile" is specified
as input value. How does it differ from the volumetric
estimations that are given in the output?
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paper with good scientific background. missing conclusion or research summary.
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